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We give conditions under which a diagram R A PA Q of polyhedra and PL maps is triangu- 
lable. Suppose there is an integer m such that if q,, . . , q, are distinct points of Q with 
gf-‘(q,)ngf-‘(q,+,)+0. i=l,..., r - 1, then I < m. Then there are triangulations K, H, and I 
of P, Q, and R, respectively, with respect to which f and g are simplicial. Moreover, if f and g 
are surjections, then the relation q - q’ if gf -‘( q) n gf -‘(q’) # 0 defines a quotient complex L of 
H and simplicial maps @ : H + L and @ : J + L such that the diagram 
/ 
K-H 
J-L 
* 
is commutative. Suppose R is a PL n-manifold, and for some triangulation T of P, dim o+ 
max{dim f -‘( q) A (z 1 q E Q} < n for each u E T. Then g may be approximated by a PL map 
h : P- R such that the diagram R s PL Q satisfies the hypothesis above with m =4n*, and, 
hence, is triangulable. These are adaptations and generalizations of results of T. Homma, which 
we use to give a proof of R. Miller’s codimension-three PL approximation theorem: lff: Mm - N”, 
n - m 2 3, is a topological embedding of a PL m-manifold M into a PL n-manifold N, then f 
can be approximated by PL embeddings. 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: 57Q55, 57435 
piecewise linear approximations 
piecewise linear manifold 
genera1 position 
triangulation 
Introduction 
Suppose that we are given a diagram of polyhedra and piecewise linear (PL) 
maps: R c P L 0. It is well known that the diagram need not be triangulable; that 
is, there may not exist triangulations of P, Q, and R with respect to which both f 
and g are simplicial. In [8] Zeeman gives a simple example where P, Q, and R are 
intervals: P=[-l,l], Q=R=[O,l]; f(O)=g(O)=O, f(l)=g(l)=g(-l)=l, 
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f(-l)=& and each off and g is linear on [-l,O] and on [0, 11. The reason this 
diagram cannot be triangulated is that there is an infinite sequence q,, q2, q3,. . . 
of distinct points of Q such that gf-‘(qi) n gf-‘( qi+l) # 0 for all i. 
The first result of this paper (Theorem 1.2) is that this is essentially the only 
condition that prevents our triangulating such a diagram. That is, if Q is compact 
and no such infinite sequence exists in Q (or if Q is noncompact and there is a 
uniform bound on the length of such a sequence), then there are triangulations of 
P, Q, and R such thatfand g are simplicial. As stated this condition is not symmetric 
in P and Q; the map f may be allowed to be “more degenerate” than the map g. 
Our next result is a general position theorem (Theorem 2.9). Assuming R is a PL 
manifold, we show that if a certain dimension restriction is met, then g may be 
approximated by a PL map h so that the new diagram R -& PL Q satisfies the 
triangulability condition of Theorem 1.2. 
This theorem grew out of the author’s attempt many years ago to produce a proof 
of a result announced by Homma [4] that a topological embedding of a PL 
m-manifold M into a PL n-manifold N, n - m 2 3, can be approximated by a PL 
embedding. A beautiful argument for this result, entirely different from the one 
proposed by Homma, was subsequently given by Miller [6]. 
We conclude this paper with a proof of the approximation theorem, which follows 
Homma’s approach. We avoid some of the difficulties he encountered by appealing 
to our general position theorem and to more standard techniques in codimension- 
three PL topology. In higher codimensions these techniques were used by Berkowitz 
and Dancis [l, 21 to prove approximation theorems of this type. 
Throughout this paper we work in the PL category. We shall assume the reader 
is familiar with the basic theory of PL topology as may be found in Zeeman’s 
Seminar on Combinatorial Topology [S] or Rourke and Sanderson’s Introduction to 
Piecewise Linear Topology [7]. The reader is referred also to Cohen’s paper [3] for 
an exposition on quotient complexes and PL mapping cylinders. We use Iw” to 
denote Euclidian n-space. For a subset S of W”, E(S) denotes the affine span of S, 
i.e., 
E(S) = 
1 I 
C t$i I finite, Si E S, ti E R, 1 ti = 1 
I 
. 
iel 
If f: X + Y is a mapping, then S(f) = Cl{x E X If -‘f(x) # {x}}, the singular set of 
J: If K is a simplicial (or cell) complex, then IKI denotes the polyhedron of K. The 
author is greatly indebted to the referee for discovering a number of errors in the 
original manuscript of this paper. 
1. A triangulation theorem 
Definition 1.1. Let r = {R, 1 q E Q} be an indexed collection of subsets of a set R. 
A chain in r is a sequence R,, , R,, . . . (finite or infinite) of sets in r with distinct 
indices such that R, n R4,+, # 0 for i = 1, 2, . . . . 
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Theorem 1.2. Suppose R a P f, Q . IS a d’ g ta ram of locally compact polyhedra and PL 
maps and m is a positive integer such that the set f = {gf-‘(q) 1 q E Q} contains no 
chain of length sm. Then there are triangulations K, H, and J of P, Q, and R, 
respectively, with respect to which f and g are simplicial. 
Moreoever, the relation q - q’ if gf -l(q) n gf -‘(q’) # 0 dejnes a quotient complex 
L of H and simplicial maps 9: H --, L and C#J : J + L such that the diagram 
/ 
K-H 
is commutative. 
We shall only prove Theorem 1.2 for the case in which P, Q, and R are compact 
polyhedra. The noncompact case is then a rather straightforward consequence. 
Before proving Theorem 1.2 we prove a special result on the existence of quotient 
complexes. 
Proposition 1.3. Suppose Q 1 Q’ are polyhedra and A : Q’ --f Q is a PL map such that 
for some positive integer m, card{A k( q) 11 G k < CO} G m for each q E Q’. Then there 
are triangulations H 1 H’ of Q 2 Q’ such that 
(i) A : H’ + H is simplicial, and 
(ii) ifaEHandA(a)=a, then Ala=identity. 
Proof. First observe that if A( Q’) = Q’, then A : Q’ - Q’ is a periodic homeo- 
morphism. To see this set /_L = A”!. Then p2(q) = u(q) for all qE Q’. Since 
A( Q’) = Q’, p = identity. 
For a subset AC Q define A(A)=A(AnQ’). Then A( AZ(Q’)3 A’(Q’) * - -. 
By hypothesis, it follows that Ak(Q’) = A”(Q’) for ka m. Set Q”= A”(Q’). Then 
A : Q”+ Q” is onto and so A is a periodic homeomorphism of Q” onto itself. Let 
H,, H’, 2 HI’ be triangulations of Q, Q’=J Q” such that A : Hi ---f H, is simplicial. 
Since A / Q” is periodic, we may obtain a subdivision Hi of Hr such that A 1 H; is 
simplicial as follows. For each q E Q”, let 
C,=n{Ak(a)IcrEH:,qEAk(a),O~k~m}, 
and let V = {C, I q E 0”). Then % is a cell complex and A : Vi’---, ‘% is a cellular 
homeomorphism. The first barycentric subdivision of %’ is the desired subdivision 
H,“. 
Working backwards, we triangulate each of the diagrams A : Q’n 
A m-k( Q’) + Am-k+‘( Q’), k = 1,. . . , m, inductively, extending the existing triangula- 
tion on Q’nA”-k(Q’)nAm-k+l(Q’)=Q’nAm-kf’ (0’). Once we have triangulated 
Q’u A(Q’) so that A is simplicial, we can then extend to a triangulation H of all 
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of Q. Having obtained one such triangulation H of Q, we may find a derived 
subdivision of H with the same properties by working backwards through the 
diagrams A:Q’nA”-~(Q’)--*A”-‘“‘(Q’), k=l,...,m. •i 
Corollary 1.4. Given triangulations H 1 H’ of Q 1 Q’ as in the conclusion of Proposi- 
tion 1.3, the equivalence relation on the vertices of H determined by v - v’ if v = v’ or 
v’ = A(v) defines a quotient complex L of H with simplicial projection $ : H - L. 
Addendum 1.5. If we assume that the simplicial neighborhood N of H’ in H is a second 
derived neighborhood, then $1 (H - NI . IS one-to-one. Moreover, every nondegenerate 
point-inverse of J, in 1 NJ - 1 H’I isaconvexcellinasimplexr=u*~,oEH’,~EI$ 
obtained from the map u * 77 - $(a) * rl/( 17). Since I,!I] 77 is one-to-one and since 
A (cr.) n 17 = 0, the dimension of any such cell cannot exceed max{dim CL-‘(q) A (+I q E 
Q}. (See [3, Proposition (10.2)‘].) 
Proof of Addendum 1.5. The only assertion that requires an argument is that A (a) n 
77 =0. Assume that H 2 H’ are second derived subdivisions of K 1 K’ for which 
A : H’+ H and A : K’- K are simplicial. Suppose that A(a) A 77 f 0. Let U, be the 
minimal simplex of K’ that contains cr. Since the subcomplex K”= 
{~EK’(a<p,A(p)nQ’=0}hasthepropertythatA(K”)isdisjointfromN,A(u,)n 
u, # 0. Without loss of generality assume that A(u,) 1 7. Let 7, be the minimal face 
of A(u,) opposite A(u,)nu, such that (A(u,)nu,)*7),37. Since U*TEH, 
uI * 7, E K, and since A(u,) n u, is a proper face of u,, 17 lies in a proper face of 
u, * n,. Since n n u, = 0, o * 7 TZ H, which is a contractiction. 0 
Remark. The process of constructing “quotient complexes” as in Proposition 1.3 
and Addendum 1.5 is the same as that discussed by Cohen [3]. Topologically, IL1 
is the quotient space of Q obtained from the equivalence relation determined by 
the relation q - q’ if q’ = A(q), but a PL projection Q -+ I LI might necessarily 
introduce extraneous nondegenerate point-inverses. As explained in [3], however, 
these point-inverses may be restricted to convex ceils, whose geometric relationship 
to the nondegenerate equivalence classes is well understood. (See, especially, [3, 
Proposition (10.2)‘].) 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Choose triangulations K,,, HO, and Jo of P, Q, and R so that 
f: K,, -, HO is linear and g : K, ---f JO is simplicial. One consequence of our hypothesis 
is that for each simplex u E K,,, f(gl a)-’ : g( u) j f (a) is a (linear) function. We 
may then_ form a quotient complex of K,, I?,,, and get an induced diagram 
J,, A &, A Ho for which g’ is one-to-one on each simplex of I?,,. If the resulting 
diagram can be triangulated, then the subdivision I? of I?,, so obtained pulls back 
to a cell subdivision % of K,, on which f and g are cellular. Subdividing Ce to a 
simplicial complex K, without adding new vertices, then gives a triangulation of 
the original diagram. Thus we may assume that g is one-to-one on the simplexes 
of KO. 
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For each pair of simplexes a, (+’ E K,, for which g(c) = g( a’), let p :f( a) + f( a’) 
be the “linear” relation defined by 
q’=k44) iff g(f-‘(q)na)ng(f-‘(q’)na’)Z0, 
and let M denote the set of all such cc. 
Assertion 1.2.1. For each p E M, either p or CL-’ defines a function. 
Proof. Otherwise, both u(q) and CL-‘u(q) are nondegenerate for some q Ef(a). 
Then there exists an infinite sequence of distinct points q,, q2,. . . in Q with 
qx--I E p(q) and qx E /...‘p.(q) such that gf -‘(St) n gf -‘(qi+l) f 0. 
Assertion 1.2.2. Given u,, p2,. . . , pk E M, k 3 m, and convex cells D,, D,, . . . , D,,, 
such that D,+, =pi(D,), for i= 1, 2 ,..., k, then ujuj’ * * pi+,p, is the identity function 
for some i, j, 1 s i S j d m. 
Proof. Suppose not. For 16 is jS k set pV = pj * . - pi+,pi. Let D, = 
{q E Di 1 pij(q) = (4)). Then D, is a nowhere dense subset of D, consisting of a finite 
union of convex cells, each of which is a complete hyperplane intersection of Di. 
Let UG = Di - Dg, and set U =nlsiGjGk (pl,i_l)-’ LJj. (Define /~r,~ to be the identity 
on D, .) Then U is a dense, open subset of D, . If q E CJ, then ~i,j-,(~,.i_,(q)) n Ujk # 0 
for i S j< k, and hence is a dense, open subset of the convex cell p,+,(q). Thus, 
we may inductively choose a sequence {qi 11 s =S k+ 1) of distinct points, with i 
q, = q, and qi+i E p,(qi), 1 s is k. This contradicts our assumption on Z. 0 
Proposition 1.6. Suppose that f: % - 9 is a cellular map between cell complexes and 
thar %” isasubdiuision of %. Then9’={D,=r){f(A)~q~f(A),A~%‘}~q~~9~} is 
a cell complex. 
Proof. It suffices to prove the statement in the case that %’ and 9 are cells. Suppose 
V’ is a subdivision of % and y E fi__ x E 191. Let I be an interval joining x and y 
in 9. Then 8={Anff’(I)IAE W} is a cell complex subdividing the convex cell 
f-‘(Z). Suppose there is a vertex of 8 in f -‘( r”). Let u be one that is nearest f -l(x) 
and let z = f( 0). Then some cell E of 8 maps onto [z, x] c I; that is, x E f( E) and 
y&f(E). This means that there is a cell AE W, such that xef(A) and yaf(A), a 
contradiction. Since no such vertex u can exist, we have that y E f(A), A E V, implies 
x E f(A), and so D., = 0,. 
Let A denote the set of all functions A : Qh - Q resulting from the relations Z.L E M, 
where Q* is the convex cell f(o) for some (+ E K,. 
Assertion 1.6.1. There is a subdivision H of H,, such that for all A E A, A : HI Q* --, H 
is simplicial. 
Proof. We proceed along a line of argument similar to that used in the proof of 
Proposition 1.3. For each A E A apply Proposition 1.3 to obtain a subdivision Hh 
of HO containing a subcomplex Hi triangulating Qh such that A : HI, --, Hh is 
simplicial and A ((+) = (+ for u E H I,, implies A Iu= identity. Let H, be a common 
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subdivision of the H,, and expand the set M of relations to include all finite 
compositions pip2 * . . pk, p, E M. By Assertion 1.22, M is still finite. For each 
4 E 0, let 
and let % = {C, / q E Q}. Then % is a cell complex subdividing H, , by the proposition, 
and A : % 1 QA -+ Vi’ is cellular. Note that for all C E %‘, A E A, A(C) = C implies 
A 1 C = identity. Let H be the first barycentric subdivision of (e. 
Next get a cell subdivision K, of K0 such that f: K, -, H is cellular by setting 
K,={anf-‘(cr)l UE K,,, LY E H}. Note that if UE KO, then g(K, la) is a cell sub- 
division of g(c+). Given c,, uz E KO, with g(u,) = g(u2), set fi: =fl ai and g, = g I ui. 
Assertion 1.6.2. Iffig;‘g,fi’ = A E 11, A :f(u,) *f(u2), then g;‘g,( K, 1 u,) is a cell 
subdivision of K, / u2 on which fi (mapping to H) is cellular. 
Proof. Suppose DE g,(K, Iu,). Then D =g,(C), where C = unf;‘(cu) with u a 
face of u, and (r E H (chosen minimally). Thenf,( C) = (Y and A : a - A(a) E H. We 
calculate: f,(g;‘(D)) =figT’g,(C) =&g;‘g,( unf;‘(a)) = A(a). The last equality 
comes from the hypothesis on r: If q E a, then g,f;‘(q)c g2fi_‘(A(q)). Therefore, 
g;‘(~)~f,_‘(A(~))~ K,l uZ andfi(g;‘(D))=A(cu)E H. 
Thus we may obtain a cell subdivision K2 of K, such that f: K2 + H is cellular 
and such that J, = {g(C) I C E K,} is a cell subdivision of Jo, Let J be a simplicial 
subdivision of J, with no new vertices, and let K = {g-‘( 7) n C I T E J, C E K2}, a cell 
subdivision of K2 (with no new vertices). Then both f: K - H and g: K -J are 
simplicial. 
The equivalence relation on the vertices of H determined by the relation v - v’ 
if gf -‘( v) n gf -‘( v’) # 0 clearly determines a quotient complex L of H with sim- 
plicial projection $: H + L. If w is a vertex of J, then g-‘(w) is a subcomplex of 
K; hence, fg-‘(w) is a subcomplex of H. In fact, our assumptions on I’ imply that 
fg-‘(w) lies in the O-skeleton of H, but this is not essential at this point. Clearly, 
the vertices of fg-‘( w) lie in a single equivalence class in H; thus, $( fg-‘( w)) is a 
vertex of L. Likewise, one may show that +(fg-‘( 7)) E L whenever T E J. That is, 
4 = +fg-’ is a well-defined (simplicial) map from J to L. Cl 
2. A general position theorem 
The main results of this section are Theorems 2.9 and 2.10, which are stated at 
the end of the section. They are applications of Theorem 1.2 that are obtained from 
the following sequence of lemmas, the first of which is a generalization of a lemma 
of Homma [4]. 
Lemma 2.1. Let H be a complex, let K be a complex consisting of two simplexes u,, 
a,, and their faces, and let f: K + H and g : K - R” be linear mappings satisfying 
dim u, Q n, dimuz+y,Gn, 
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where, in general, 
y,=max{dim(f-‘(q)nai)lq~IHI}, i=1,2. 
Then for each E > 0 there exists a nondegenerate linear mapping h : K --, R” satisfying 
(4 d(h, g) < e, and 
(b) for each q E IHI there exists at most one q’E IHI such that 
h(f-‘(q)n(T,)nh(f-‘(q’)na,)f0. 
Proof. For i = 1,2, letf; : E(r,) + E(f((+i)) be the natural linear extensions off1 Ui. 
Let 
{a,,, . . . , ai,. . . , aj, . . . , akr . . . , a,}, 
{a&,. . ., al,. . . , al,,.. . , al,,. . . , a64 
be linearly independent points in E(a,) and E(a,), respectively, such that 
(1) a,=a&.. I . , ai=CZi, aj+l I = ait+, , . . . , &=a;, span E(ulnu2); 
(2) _fi(d . . . , fi( a,) are linearly independent points spanning E(f( a,)); 
(3) AJab),. . . ,_fdal~) are linearly independent points spanning E(f(a,)); and 
(4) f,(a,) =fi(a:) =f,(a,) =&(a;) for r> j and s> j’. 
Note: y, = m -j and y, = ml-j’. 
Construct h : K * W” within E of g so that the set of vectors 
A = {Ma:) - Ma;), . . . , Mai+) -hAdA 
hAa,+,) - h(4), . . . , h,(a,) - WddJ 
is linearly independent, where hi denotes the natural linear extension of h 1 ui to 
E(Ui). Notice that A contains m’+ m - k vectors and m’+ (m - k) s dim a,+ y, d n. 
Special case: If U, n u2 = 0, then we can simply use general position to ensure 
that h,f;‘(q)n h,(E(a,)) contains at most one point for each qE IHI. 
We shall assume then that (T, n u2 # 0 so that i 2 0. 
Given a point q E IHI, suppose that there exist points q,, q2e IHI such that 
h&‘(q) n hzK,(q,) # 0 f or i = 1, 2. Then there are points p,, p2 Ef;‘(q), pi E 
f?(q,), and pSEf?(q2), such that 
h,(p,) = h,(p:), h,(p,) = h,(pS). (*) 
We wish to show that q, =f*(p;) =f2(pi) = q2_ 
We have 
p1 = l? ba,, p2= : has, 
r=O r=O 
pi= lit’ pia:, pi= c via:, 
r=o r=o 
withCpL,=C v,=CpL:=C v:=l. 
Since f,(p,) =h(p2), 
PO+ C PscvO+ C vr9 PI=Vlr***~Pj=vj- 
s>j s>j 
(**) 
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Notice that fi( pi) =fi( pi) if and only if 
p&+ c pi= lJ;+ 1 v:, /.L*;= v;,. . . , p;,= v;.. (***) 
C>j' r>j' 
Because of (*), 
so that 
If ~sCh(~s) - h(ao)l- t’ dh(4) - h(d)1 = 0. 
s=O r=o 
Combining these expressions with (**), we obtain 
f (CL, - b)rh,(a,)- h(ao)l- If (CL: - 4[h(a:) - M4)1= 0. 
s=j+l ,=I 
Together with (1) this yields 
.=g+, (I& 
- Y,)[h,(U,) -Mub)l- ,g, (Pu: - 4)[&(4) - M4l)l 
+ [(Pj+l -~j+,)-(~~‘+l-~,!‘+l)][h,(u~‘~,)-h,(u~)l+’ ” 
+r(Pk- ~~‘k)-(C1~,-~;~)lr~*(~l~)-~z(~~)l 
+ ,_;;+, (pi - 4)[Md) - h(dJl = 0. 
Since the set A of vectors is linearly independent, we obtain equations from which 
(***) follows. cl 
Corollary 2.2. Suppose f: K + H and g: K --, R” ure linear mappings us in Lemma 
2.1 that satisfy dim ui +yj d n, i, j = 1, 2. Then for every e > 0 there exists a linear 
map h:K+W” within e of g, for which the condition h(f -l(q) n a,) n 
h( f -‘( q’) n cr2) # 0 defines u linear homeomorphism A (q) = q’ between the convex cells 
f(S(h) n VI) undf(S(h) n r*). 
Suppose that K is a complex consisting of simplexes u, and a, (and their faces). 
For any mapping (Y defined on IKI, let ai = (Y 1 mi. Let f: K += H be a simplicial 
mapping from K onto a complex H satisfying the conditions 
dim uz G dim u, s n, dim uz+y, <n, 
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where, as before, y, = max{dim(f;‘( q) 1 q E 1 HI}. Given a linear mapping h : K - R”, 
we define a sequence D, 3 D1 1. . . of convex cells in IHI as follows: 
C,,=S(h)nar, C,z=S(h)nUz,, 
DI I =_I-( c, 11, 4 =_f(C,J, 
0 =_cw-I Cl, u C,*)). 
Inductively, for r> 1 define 
c:, =f;‘(Dr-I), c:, =fi-‘(LA 
cr = h(S(h I c:, u CA)), 
c, = h;‘(c), Cd = h;‘(c), 
or, =f(Cr,L Q* =f(G)r 
a =f(S(fl G u Cd). 
This notation will be used in Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4. 
Lemma 2.3. Given a linear g : K - R”, there exisrs for each r = 1, 2, . . . 
linear : K ---f R”, arbitrarily close to g, for which each of the associated cells 
Di as defined above has dimension less than dim I HI - i. 
Proof. Given g: K - R”, let C, = g(a,) n g(u2). Then 
dimC,cdimo,+dima,-n=dimf(a,)+(dimuz+y,)-n 
SdimIHI-1, 
so that dim D,i(=f(gi’(C,))) s dim IHI - 1. Assume that g satisfies Lemma 2.1(b), 
and, without loss of generality, assume thatf(a,) =f(aJ. (Otherwise, we shall apply 
the following argument to H’=f(a,) nf(az) and K’ =f-‘( H’).) By adjusting g, = 
gla, slightly, keeping the direction of the (mutually parallel) planes spanned by 
the cells g(f;‘(q)) fixed, we can obtain 
dimD,S2(dimIHI-l)-dimIHI=dimIHI-2. 
This adjustment of g is obtained by changing g, so that gf;‘f2(Clz)n g(C,,) has 
minimal dimension. The effect is to indirectly place fl C,, and fl C,* in general 
position in H. The resulting map is h’. 
Observe that dim C, <dim I HI. Hence, we can ensure that 
dim D, < dim D,, s dim D,, . 
(The second inequality comes from the fact that if h’ is sufficiently close to g, then 
h’ will also satisfy Lemma 2.1(b).) Moreover, 
dim(f-‘(D,) n C,i) = dim C& < dim C,i. 
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This allows us to adjust h’ : K - R” only in the direction of the plane spanned by 
C, so that we obtain k: K - R” satisfying 
dim[S(kl C;, u Ci2)] < min{dim Ci,, dim Ciz}. 
Thus C,= k(S(klC i1 u Ci2)) has dimension less than dim Cr. 
By adjusting k 1 u,, again only in the direction of the plane of C,, and keeping 
the direction of the planes spanned by the cells k(f;‘(q)) fixed, we can guarantee 
that 
dim D2 <dim D, . 
This final adjustment k is h’. 
The mapping h3 is obtained similarly via two adjustments of h* in the direction 
of the plane of C,. (Although the cells C,, D, , D2, and D2 corresponding to h* 
are different from those corresponding to h3, they span the same planes.) 
Continuing this process, we construct h’, r = 1, 2, . . . . •i 
Example. Suppose that K consists of mutually exclusive 2-simplexes u, and u2 
(plus their faces), H consists of one 2-simplex u, f maps each u, and a2 linearly 
onto a, n = 3, and g : K - OX3 are given as in Fig. 1. Then each Di is nonempty (and 
nondegenerate), and nT=, Di is a point. For the mapping h’ : K + R3 the cell D, 
has dimension 0, but D, = Dj for i 3 1 (Fig. 2). For the mapping h*, the cell D, is 
the same as for h’, but D2 = 0 (Fig. 3). (Since h’f;‘(D,) n h*fi-‘(Dl) = 0, we do not 
need a second adjustment at this stage of the construction.) 
p,s(g) ,\; A 
1'0 Ul "0 “1 f(u,) = f(vo) f(Ui ) = f(v, 1 
\1 g 
g(y ) 
A g(v,) -B g(v,) 
&Jo) g(y) 
Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 2. 
Fig. 3. 
Lemma 2.4. Given a linear mapping g: K --f R”, there exists a linear 
h : K + R” arbitrarily close to g such that the family r = { hf-‘(q) 1 q E IHI} 
no chain of length greater than 4n. 
mapping 
contains 
Proof. Since dim IHI < n, the linear mapping h = h” : K -, R” constructed in Lemma 
2.3 has the desired properties. To see this, suppose that hf-‘(q,), . . . , hf-‘(q,) is a 
chain in r of length s, where q,, . . . , qs are distinct points of IHI. 
- 
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For each i = 1,. . . , s - 1, consider the statements 
(Ai) hf;‘(qi) n hfT’(qi+r) f 0, and 
CBi) hfY’(qi)n hfL’(qi+l) + 0. 
Lemma 2.1 implies that we cannot have both (B,) and (Ai+,) (since qi f qi+z) for 
any i=l,..., s-2. Hence, the possible nonempty intersections are of the form 
(A,), . . . , (Ai), (I$+,), . . . , (B,_,), where 0s i S s - 1. We make the following 
observations: 
(1) (Ai)*qt E Ql and q,+l E Qz; 
(2) (Bi)*qiE D,z and qi+l E 4,; 
(3) (A,), . . .,(Ai)+q,,...,qi~DI (i~2); 
(4) (Bi+l)9 * * .,(B,_l)jqi+z,-..,q,_,EDI (isS-3); 
(5) (A,), . . . ,(A;-,) and 92 ,..., qiEDraq3 ,..., qi_,EDz (ia4); 
(6) (Bi+2), * * * ,(B,-2) and qi+2,...,qS-,EDljqi+3r...,q*-2ED2 (~Gs-5); 
etc. 
SinceD,=Oifr~dimIHI,weseethati<2dimIHIands-i-l<2dimIH1sothat 
s<4dimIHl44n. q 
Addendum 2.5. Suppose dim ui + yj < n, i, j = 1, 2. Then there exists a linear mapping 
h : K + R” arbitrarily close to g such that the family f = {hf -l(q) 1 q E I HI} contains 
no chain of length greater than 2. 
Lemma 2.6. Supppose K and H are simplicial complexes, f: K -* H and g: K + R” 
are linear mappings such that for each simplex u of K, dim of 
max{dim f -‘( q) n u 1 q E ) HI} < n. Then for each E > 0 and for any derived subdicision 
K’ of K there is a linear map h: K’+ R” such that d(g, h)<e and the family 
r={f-'(dbIHI1 contains no chain of length greater than 4n2. 
Proof. Suppose u,, u2, uj, . . . is a sequence of simplexes of K such that uzi-l# uzi+2 
or (+2i # u2i+l, f(ozi) nf(ozi+l) + 0, and S(g I u 2 i- 1 u Uli) f 0. AS before, let f; = f I Vi, 
gi = g I ai, yi = max{dim f -‘(q) n ai I q E I HI}, and set Xi = S(g (uzi-r u u>i)o An easy 
calculation shows that 
dimf(u_)+y,i+y2i+r<n, forj=2ior2i+l. 
Using general position, we may assume 
dim(X,) 4 dim u, + dim uz - n. 
(We shall assume that each adjustment of g remains an embedding on each simplex 
of K.) Then 
dim fT’f2(X,) d dim u, +dim uz+ yz- n G dim u, - 1, 
and so 
dimf;‘f2(X,)~dimu,+dimf(u2)+y2+yJ-nCdimu,-1. 
- 
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In the sequence {a,, u2, u3, u,}, either u, # u, or u2 Z u3. Hence, by general position, 
we can alter g on K’Icr, or K’(a, so that 
Then 
dim_G’fj(f;‘fi(X,) n X1) G dim u, - 1 + dim a,+ )‘a - n, 
and 
cdimu,-2. 
Continuing in this fashion, we adjust g on K’ so that 
f2YLlhn-2(- * *(f~‘fk(f~‘fi(X,)nX2)nX3) * - *)nX, 
: K’- R” is a linear map obtained by adjusting g on each sequence 
of 2n simplexes of K as above and that h satisfies Lemma 2.4 on each pair of 
simplexes of K. (Note that if dim u+ max{dimf-‘(q) n u 1 
. . , q,+, are distinct points of IHI 
and that hf-‘(q;)n hf-‘(q,+,) #0 for i = 1, 2,. . . , r. Then there is a sequence of 
simplexes ul , uz, . . . , u2r in K such that f(uzi)nf(uzi+,)#O and h(f-‘(qi)n 
Uzi-‘) n h(f-‘(qi+l) n U>i) f 0, i== 1, 2,. . . , r. By Lemma 2.4, each subsequence u,, 
ut+19 * * - I ui+s consisting of exactly two simplexes of K must have length <4n. By 
the argument above, there can be at most n such subsequences. Hence rs4n2. 0 
Addendum 2.7. If g : K + R” is an embedding on a subcomplex L, then we can let K’ 
be a derived subdivision of K (mod L) and choose h so that h 1 L = g 1 L. 
Proof. In the argument above we need only adjust g on simplexes of K -L. 0 
Addendum 2.8. If dim ) K I+ max{dim f -l(q) 1 q E IHI} < n, then h : K ---, R” can be 
chosen so that P contains no chain of length greater than n. 
Proof. Apply Addendum 2.5 to the above construction. 0 
Theorem 2.9. Suppose f: P - Q is a PL surjection and g : P - M is a PL map, where 
M is a PL m-manifold. Suppose that for some triangulation T of P 
dimu-t-max{dimf-‘(q)nuIqEQ}<m 
for each u E T. Then for each E > 0 there is a PL map h: P - M within E of g such 
that the family P = {hf -l(q) 1 q E Q} contains no chain of length 24m’. 
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Proof. Apply Lemma 2.6 locally. Cl 
Combining Theorems 1.2 and 2.9 we obtain: 
Theorem 2.10. Iff: P + Q and g : P ---* Mare as in Theorem 2.9, then the equivalence 
relation on Q induced by the relation q - q’ if hf -‘( q) n hf -‘( q’) # 0 dejines a quotient 
polyhedron S with PL projection + : Q --, S and a PL map 4 : h(P) - S such that the 
diagram 
P 2-Q 
MDh(P)-S 
6 
is commutative and can be triangulated. 
Corollary 2.11. Zf dim P+ max{dimf-‘(q) 1 q E Q} < m, then we can get 
card $-l(s) =S m for each s E S. 
Proof. Apply Corollary 2.2 and Addendum 2.8. Cl 
3. A proof of Miller’s approximation theorem 
In this section we sketch a proof of the codimension-three PL approximation 
theorem proved by Miller [6]. Our proof is an application of Theorem 2.9, Corollary 
2.11, and known codimension-three PL techniques. Although inspired by Homma’s 
idea (in [4]) of using mapping cylinders over singular sets of PL approximations, 
the proof differs from his in at least one significant way: We do not attempt to get 
the nice “tree chains” of cones that he sought. We also require a result of Homma 
that a PL collapsible map from a PL manifold without boundary onto a polyhedron 
can be approximated by a PL homeomorphism. We shall refer to Cohen’s paper 
[3] for this and related results. 
Theorem 3.1 (Miller [6]). Suppose that Mm and N” are PL manifolds without 
boundary, n -m b 3, and that f: M + N is a topological embedding. Then for every 
e : M -, (0, ~0) there is a PL embedding g : M -f N such that d(f(x), g(x)) < E(X) 
for all x E M. 
Before we sketch the proof, which we shall do only in the case in which M is 
compact, we shall describe a procedure we would like to carry out. This will motivate 
the argument toward which we are ultimately led. 
Given a topological embedding f: M + N, approximate f by a PL general position 
map g. The singular set, P, of g has dimension S n - 2m. To simplify this discussion, 
let us assume n - m 3 4, so that dim P s m - 4. Ideally, we would like to embed the 
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mapping cylinder C of g 1 P : P - g( P)( = Q) into M so that point-inverses of points 
under the projection y : C --* Q (“cones’*) map to small sets. We can certainly get 
a (PL) map with this property, since we are approximating an embedding, but any 
such map may have singularities of dimension as high as M -6. Theorem 2.9 will 
allow us to get a PL map h : C ---, M, extending the inclusion P -+ M, so that any 
“chain of cones hy-‘(q)“, q E Q, has length <4m*; and Theorem 1.2 will allow us 
to map R = h(C) to a polyhedron S in such a way that each point-inverse is in 
some way a minimal union of cones hy-‘(q). Let P, c R be the image under h of 
the “saturation” of the singular set of h in the mapping cylinder. Then dim P, G rn - 5, 
and the map P, - Q, c S has point-inverses of dimension ~1. Now stack the 
mapping cylinder C, of the map P, + Q, onto R (abstractly) and use Theorem 2.9 
to get a PL map h, : R u C, - M extending the inclusion R + M so that no mixed 
chain of the cones hy-‘(q) or h, y;‘(q) has length >4m2. Then R, = h,(R u C,) 
contains P, and, by Theorem 1.2, there is a PL map of R, to a polyhedron S, so 
that point-inverses are minimal unions of these cones. At the end of this inductive 
procedure lies a polyhedron R, c M containing P, a map of R, onto a polyhedron 
S, whose point-inverses are collapsible, and a map of Q onto S, that yield a 
commutative diagram 
PAQ 
n 
I 
R, - St. 
For the moment let us call the process that starts with g : P--f Q, P c M, and yields 
the commutative diagram above, with R, c M and R, - S, a collapsible PL map, 
operation *. 
Form the PL quotient space of M by identifying point-inverses of R, - S, to 
points and obtain a manifold M’ PL homeomorphic to M. There is, as of yet, no 
natural way to map M’ to N. In order to get such a map we need to do operation 
* on the map Q -+ S,, Q c N. There are additional technical difficulties, since the 
map Q --* S, has point-inverses of varying dimensions, and this is where the full 
strength of Theorem 2.9 comes in to play. There are yet more technical difficulties, 
since the construction in N will interfere with the construction in M. This “interfer- 
ence”, however, has dimension sufficiently small, so that it may be incorporated in 
the set R,. After a sequence of applications of operation * on N, one arives at a PL 
map g: M --, N that is highly degenerate; that is, it is far from being in general 
position. Its singularities, however, are nicely stratified and satisfy the following 
property: If P = Cl{x E M 1 g-‘g(x) is not collapsible}, then dim P s m - 5, and for 
some triangulation K of P, dim a+ max{dim g-‘(y) n u ly E N} c m -4, for each 
simplex (T of K. Thus we are led to consider degenerate PL maps of M to N that 
approximate f and an inductive argument that will produce maps for which the set 
P has decreasing dimension. 
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Proof of Theorem 3.1. 
m 4. Given a PL approximation g : M -, N, let 
NC(g) = Cl{x E M/g-‘g(x) XI 0). 
] there If NC(g) = 0 and if diam g-‘g(x) is small for each x E M, then by Cohen [3 
is a PL homeomorphism h : M - g(M) approximating g and, hence, J 
We shall prove the theorem by induction on dim NC(g), where g is 
approximation of f: More precisely, we shall prove inductively that for 
a PL 
k =0, 
1 . . , M - 3, there is an arbitrarily close PL approximation g ofJ with P = NC(g), 
s;ch that dim PS m -4-k, and for some triangulation K of P, 
dim cr+ max{dim g-‘(y) n (T 1 y E N} c m - 4, (*) 
for each simplex u of K. 
The induction starts with k = 0 by letting g be a PL general position approximation 
ofJ Then, setting P = S(g), dim PC 2m -n cm-4anddimg-‘(y)<OforallyEN. 
Suppose then that dim NC(g) = dim Ps m -4-k and P satisfies (*)_ We may 
assume by Cohen [3, Proposition (10.2)‘] that the point-inverses of g outside P are 
small convex cells. Let P, be the union of all simplexes of P of dimension m - 4 - k. 
Since P satisfies (*), so does P,. In particular, max{dim g-‘(y) n P, ly E N} s k. 
Set Q = g(P), Q, = g( P,); let C, = PL mapping cylinder of g 1 P, : P, --, Q, , with 
projection y, : C, -+ Q,, and let C = C, u p, P. Then dim C, < m -3 -k, and 
dim y;‘(y) s k + 1 for all y E Q, . Let y = y, u g : C + Q. Then for some triangulation 
K of C,, 
dimo+max{dimy-‘(y)na~y~Q}d(m-3-k)+(k+1)~m-2<m, 
for all UE K. If g is sufficiently close to f, then diam g-‘(y) is small for each 
y E g(M); hence, there is a map h’: C -, M such that h’] P = identity and h’( y;‘(y)) 
is small for all y E Q,. By Theorem 2.9, h’ can be approximated by a PL map 
h : C + M such that h ( P = identity, diam h( y;‘(y)) is small for all y E Q,, and the 
family r = {k(y-‘(Y)) IY E 01 contains no chains of length greater than 4m’. 
Let R = h(C), R, = h( C,), and apply Theorem 2.10 to get a triangulable diagram 
Since h is in general position, dim S(h) c 2( m - 3 - k) - m = m - 6 - 2k, and so 
dimy;‘y,(S(h))~m-5-k Let X= yY”ydS(h)) c Ct. men G I X u 91 I QI 
and so R, 1 h(X u 9,). 
Set S, = JI( Q,), A, = g( R,) c A = g(R) c iV. Since g : M ---, g(M) has collapsible 
point-inverses outside of Q = g(P), we may apply [3, Proposition (10.2)‘] to adjust 
g so that point-inverses outside Q are convex cells “parallel” to convex cells in P 
that are identified to points under g as discussed in Addendum 1.5. Indeed these 
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convex cells may change each time we choose a different triangulation of the above 
diagram; they only arise from points in a simplicial neighborhood of Q. For any 
such convex cell A, g(A A R) is a point of A, and A n R is parallel to a convex cell 
A’ in P that is mapped to a point in Q by g and, hence, to a point in S by 4. Thus, 
by linearity (with respect o some triangulation of the diagram), c#J(A n R) is a point 
of S; hence, +g-’ defines a mapping a : A + S. We must analyze a-‘(z) for z E S, . 
Let X’= h-‘(h(C,)n P- P,), Y’= y-‘y(X’), Q’= y(X’)= y( I”). By Corollary 
2.11, dim +-‘(z)<O, for all z outside a regular neighborhood of $(Q’); otherwise, 
for z E S, , t,b-‘(z) is a discrete family of convex cells parallel to point-inverses of tk 
in Q’. Thus h( y-‘1,15~‘( z)) is a (perhaps nondiscrete) family of convex cells as is 
gh( y-I$‘-‘( z)), and agh( y-I$-‘( 2)) = z. We may collapse each of the convex cells 
of gh(y-‘#-‘(z)) for each ZE S,, obtaining a quotient of N, which, by Cohen [3], 
is PL homeomorphic to N. The map a is still defined on the induced quotient space 
of A, and, on the quotient, dim a-‘(z) d k + 1 for z E S, . We shall assume, therefore, 
that a : A + S has this property. 
Let DI be the PL mapping cylinder of a, : A, -* S,, with projection v, : D, -, S, , 
Iet D = D, u A, A, and let n = n, u a : D + S. If g is sufficiently close to J; then for 
each z E S, a-‘(z) is a small subset of N. Thus there is a map b’: D ---, N that is the 
identity on A and b’( n-‘(z)) is small for all z E S. By Theorem 2.10 there is a PL 
map b : D - N approximating b’, such that b 1 A = identity, together with a commuta- 
tive diagram 
7 
AcD-S 
of polyhedra and PL maps as before. 
Since b is in general position, 
dimS(b)~2dimD,-n~2(m-2-k)-n~m-8-2k~n-12-2k, (1) 
dim~~‘~,(S(b)nD,)a(m-8-2k)+(k+2)=m-6-k~n-10-k (2) 
Assuming b is in general position with respect to g(M), 
dimb(D-A)ng(M)<m-2-k+m-ncm-6-ksn-10-k (3) 
Let Z=77;‘n,(S(b)ug(h(X))). Then 
v;‘v,(g(h(X)))sm-4-ksn-S-k, (4) 
so that 
dimZ<m-4-ksn-8-k (5) 
LetY=h-‘g-‘b(Z).ThenY=X,C, I YuQ, I Q,,andsoh(C,) L h(YuQ,). 
Also D1 1 Zu S, I S, so that b(D,) L b(Z u S,). 
LetQ’=y,(Y)cQ,andS’- - vi(Z) c S,. Then I&-IS’= Q’. Choose regular neigh- 
borhoods V of Q’ in Q and W of S’ in S so that (L(V) = W and the collapses 
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V 1 Q’ and W L S’ commute with JI. Using the collapses V I Q’ and W I S’, 
choose collapses Cl I Y u 9, and D, I 2 u S, with collapsible retractions 
r:C,+ YuQ,andp:D,--,ZuS,sothatrly;‘(Q-=y,,pIt7;’(S_=f7,, 
and the diagram 
YuQ, zus, 
commutes. 
We have h(C,) L h( Yn Q,) and b(D,) I b(Zu S,). These extend to collapsible 
mappings F: M --, MI and G : N -, N, of M and N onto polyhedra M, and N, , 
which are the “identity” on h( Y u Qt) and b(Zu S,), respectively, such that 
FIh(C,)=hrh-’ and G 1 b( 0,) = bpb-‘. 
By Cohen [3], M, and N, are PL homeomorphic to M and N, respectively, and 
the diagram 
g 
M-N 
M, ________ + N 
I 
induces a map outside a regular neighborhood of Fh( Y). In order to obtain an. 
induced map throughout M, further quotients of N must be constructed. 
Let 
Then 
92 = G(b(Z))(=b(Z)) = N,, 
s* = s( S’) c u, 
gz=tG-‘lQ2:Qz+Sz. 
dimQz<m-4-ksn-8-k, 
dimg;‘(z)<k+2 foreachzE&. 
Let D2 be the PL mapping cylinder of g,: Q2 * S, with projection nt: D2 - S,. 
Then dimD,cm-3-ksn-7-k and dimq;‘(z)sk+3 for each ZES,. If g is 
sufficiently close to f, then diam g;‘(z) is small for each z E S,; hence, there is a 
map b;: D2 --, N, such that bi[ Q2 = identity and diam b;( v;‘(z)) is small for each 
z E Sz. By Theorem 2.10 there is a PL map b2: D2 + N, approximating bi, with 
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b2 1 Qz = identity, together with a commutative diagram 
of polyhedra and PL maps. 
Since b2 is in general position, 
dimS(b,)cZdim D1-n~2(m-3-k)-n~m-10-2k~n-14-2k, (6) 
dimn;‘TzS(bz)4m-7-ksn-11-k. (7) 
Assuming b, is in general position with respect to G(g(M)), 
dim b,(D,-Q,)nG(g(M))<m-3-k+m-n<m-7-kkn-11-k. (8) 
Let Z, = n;‘nzS( b,). Then D2 I Z2u S2 I S2 so that b2( D2) L bZ(Z2u S,). 
Choose a collapsible retraction rz: D2 --, Z, u S2 so that for each z E Sz there exists 
a z’~ S, for which rz(g;‘(z)) c v;‘(z’). This may be done in a manner similar to 
the way r and p were chosen above. 
The collapse b,( DJ L b2(Zz u S,) extends to a collapsible mapping G, : N, + N* 
of N1 onto a polyhedron Nz, which is the “identity” on b2(Z2u S,), such that 
Gz] b2(Z2) = b2r2b;‘. Again, by Cohen [3], Nz is PL homeomorphic to N, and, 
hence, to N. Moreover, in the diagram 
g G 
M-N-N, 
M, ___________---___, N2 
there is a map induced outside a regular neighborhood of Fg-‘G-‘( v;‘(Zz) n Qz), 
which has dimension cm - 8 - k. 
ContinuEg in this fashisn we produce a sequence of PL collapsible mappings 
Ns N,+ Nz+..* r+l N,,, and a PL map g,:M,-+ N,,, for which the 
diagram 
8 (3 G, =2 G r-1 
M -N-----N,-N,----+~~~-----+N, 
commutes. The map g, has the property that 
NW,) = Pz, 
dim PIam-5-k. 
Pz is the union of the polyhedra Fh( Y), F( P - P,), g;‘( G, . * . G,G( b( D - A) n 
g(M)) * * -1 (see (3)), g;‘(G,. . . GG(MD, - QJ n GMM))) * . -1 (see @)), etc. 
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Assuming suitable triangulations are chosen, the polyhedron P2 will also satisfy (*) 
with respect to g, : P2 - N,,, . 
_ 
By Cohen [3], there are PL homeomorphisms F: M + M, and G: N --* Nr+, 
approximating the maps F, and G,. * * G,G, respectively. The induction step is 
completed by setting 
g’=&‘g,F:M-+ N, P’= k’( P*). 
Case: n-m=3.Thecasen- m = 3 is obtained by using Zeeman’s Piping Lemma 
[7, Lemma 481. Let g : M - N be a close PL general position approximation of J: 
Let P = S(g) and Q = g(S(g)). Then dim P s m -3 and dim g-‘(q) = 0 for each 
q E Q. Let C = PL mapping cylinder of g) P: P - Q, with projection y : C --, Q. As 
before, apply Theorem 2.10 to obtain a PL map h : C - M such that h ) P = identity, 
h( y-‘(q)) is small for each q E Q, and the set r = {h( y-‘( q)) 1 q E Q} contains no 
chain of length greater than 4m*. (In fact, m will do by Addendum 2.8.) We get a 
commutative diagram 
Y 
PcC-Q 
of polyhedra and PL maps as before. 
Next apply the construction in the proof of Zeeman’s Piping Lemma [7, Lemma 
481. Given triangulations K and H of P and Q, respectively, such that g: K + H 
is simplicial, for each (m -3)-simplex u of H there are exactly two (m - 3)-simplexes 
cr, and u2 of K such that g(o,) = g(a2) = a. Let C,c C be the mapping cylinder 
of g 1 (a, u u2) : (T, u CT, + u. According to Zeeman [7, Lemma 48, Sublemma 11, it 
is possible to adjust h so that S(h) n C, is the union of at most one “horizontal” 
(m -4)-simplex LY (i.e., a simplex for which y 1 LY is one-to-one), with d c y-‘(G), 
and a subpolyhedron of y-‘(Bd 0). This property will be passed on to any cylindrical 
subdivision of C for which y is simplicial. Before constructing the “pipes”, we will 
need to subdivide C further. 
Let A = g(R). As before, 4 induces a map a : A + S. Let D be the PL mapping 
cylinder of A with projection 77 :D --* S. If g is sufficiently close to f; then there is 
a map b’: D-, N such that b’]A=identity. 
map b : D -+ N and a commutative diagram 
‘) 
AcD-S 
nbl Is 
N=T-U 
Apply Theorem 2.10 to obtain a PL 
of polyhedra and PL maps. 
Note that dim A = m - 2 = n - 5, dim D = m - 1 = n - 4, and dim ~)-l( z) = 2 for 
each ZES. Then dimS(b)cm-5=n-8, dimq-‘n(S(b))sm-3=n-6, and 
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dima-‘T(S(b))<m-4=n-7. Thus dimg-‘a-‘n(S(b))<m-4. Note also that 
h-‘g-‘a-‘q@(b)) is a saturated subset of C, hence, does not introduce any new 
“horizontal” (m - 4)-simplexes in C. 
Now choose triangulations so that all maps in each of the two diagrams above 
are simplicial. We shall now construct the “pipes” in C. Let u c Q, U, , uz c P be 
simplexes such that g(a,) = g(aJ = u. Suppose (Y is a horizontal (m -4)-simplex 
in C,. Then (Y is a properly embedded (m -4)~cell in the mapping cylinder of g 1 u, 
or g 1 u2, an (m -2)-cell. Assume a c C, , the mapping cylinder of g 1 u, . Let & be 
a point in d and let 1, be the “vertical” path in C, from LG to a point x in G,. Then 
h is an embedding in a neighborhood of I,, y( I,,) = y(x) E a, and agh(1,) = +y(x) E S. 
Let B be the 2-cell in D that is the mapping cylinder of 17 1 agh( I,). Then b is an 
embedding in a neighborhood of B. 
Choose regular neighborhoods of h(f,,) in M and b(B) in N that intersect h(cy), 
h(C,), h(u,), h(C, - C,), and the mapping cylinders over their counterparts in IV 
in PL cells. Next, homotope h to h,: C - M so that CI(S(h,) n y-‘(G)) is a 
subpolyhedron J, of C, satisfying C, L J, u y-‘( Bd a) u v I y-‘( Bd a) u u as in 
[7, Lemma 481 (Fig. 4). (J, is (Y with a “hole” punched in it.) 
cs 
or 
Fig. 4. 
Since b is an embedding on a neighborhood of B, there is a natural homotopy 
of the composition 
hxid lr b 
CXI -AxZ-+D-,N 
that extends the homotopy of the composition 
h 
C-+MLN 
to the composition 
That is, as we pipe one simplex r of C over another in M “along lo’*, we pipe the 
mapping cylinder over gh (7) in D “along B”. 
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Let J2 be the mirror image of I, in the mapping cylinder of g/a2 (see Fig. 5). 
Then C, I .I, u J2 u y-‘( Bd a) u u L y-‘( Bd a) u u via collapsible retractions 
r,:C,-,J,uJ,uy-‘(Bda)uu, 
r2:J,uJzuy-‘(BdcT)ucT-+ y -‘( Bd a) u a, 
such that Xi E mi and g(xr) =g(x2) E u implies yr,r,(x,) = yr,r,(x2) E u. 
Let Y’= S(h,) n y-’ ((m -4)-skeleton of Q) and let Y = y-‘y( Y’). Then dim Y’s 
m-5 and dim Ysm-4. Thus S(h,)cJu Y, where dim(Ju Y)<m-4, and 
CIJuYuQI YuQLQ 
via collapsible retractions 
r,:C+Ju YuQ, 
r,:Ju YuQ+ YuQ, 
such that if x,, X~E P and g(x,) = g(x2) E Q, then yr2r,(x,) = yr2r,(x2) E Q. Moreover, 
h(C) I h(Ju Yu Q) I h( Yu 0). 
Add to Y the set h-‘g-‘a-‘+(b), a saturated subset of C of dimension <rn -4, 
and call it Y, still. Let Z=n-‘Tgh(Y). Then dimZsm-4+1=m-3sn-6, . 
b(D) I b(Z u S). 
Choose collapsible retractions r: C + Y u Q and p: D + Z u S as in the case 
n - m 2 4. Then there are collapsible mappings F: A4 + M, and G : N - N, extend- 
ing the collapses h(C) I h( Y u Q) and b(D) I b(Zu S), respectively, so that the 
or 
Fig. 5. 
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diagram 
K 
M-N 
Fl IG 
M, ------+ N, 
induces a map outside a neighborhood of Fh( Y) in M, to N, . 
Proceed now as in the case m - n 2 4 to get a diagram 
g G G, C2 G r--l 
M -N-N,- N2-...- N, 
F I I G, 
MI l N r+l 
where F, G, G,, . . . , G, are collapsible mappings and NC(g,) lies in a polyhedron 
Pz of dimension =S m - 4 such that Pz satisfies (*‘) with respect to g, : 
dima+max{dimg-‘(y)nalyE N}Cm-3 (*‘) 
for each simplex u in some triangulation of P2. Condition (*‘) is sufficient to apply 
Theorem 2.10 so that we may proceed with the induction as in the case m - n 3 4. Cl 
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